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Graphs can be succinctly indexed for pattern matching in

O(|E|2 + |V |5/2) time
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Abstract. Pattern matching is a pervasive problem in computer science. In several applications (no-
tably, bioinformatics), it is crucial to perform pattern matching on edge-labeled graphs: given a string,
decide whether the string can be read on the graph. In this paper we consider the problem of indexing
(preprocessing) a graph for pattern matching by building a succinct data structure, that is, a data
structure that uses a number of bits close to the lower bounds from information theory, while allow-
ing efficient queries. In [TCS 2017] Gagie et al. showed how to index a class of graphs - the so-called
Wheeler graphs - by totally ordering the nodes of the graph (building a Wheeler order) and using some
techniques based on the Burrows-Wheeler transform. However, the class of Wheeler graphs is rather
small: for example, a unary language is recognized by some Wheeler automaton (that is, an automaton
whose underlying graph is Wheeler) if and only if the language is finite or cofinite. In [SODA 2021]
these ideas where extended to arbitrary node-labeled graphs, and Wheeler orders were generalized to
co-lex orders, which are partial orders: it was showed that a node-labeled graphs G = (V,E) can be
succinctly indexed by means of a data structure of |E|(⌈log |Σ|⌉+⌈log p⌉+2) ·(1+o(1))+ |V | ·(1+o(1))
bits which supports pattern matching in O(|P | · p2 · log(p · |Σ|)) time, where p is the minimum width of
a co-lex order on G, P is the pattern and Σ is the alphabet. However, determining p is NP-hard and
building the data structure is also hard. Intuitively, a partial order imposes antisymmetry and tran-
sitivity constraints, which cause the hardness of all natural decision problems connected to Wheeler
and co-lex orders. In this paper, we change perspective switching from (partial) orders to arbitrary
relations, so defining co-lex relations. We work in the more general setting of edge-labeled graphs
G = (V,E), and for the first time we provide a succinct index for arbitrary graphs that can be built
in polynomial time, which requires less space and answers queries more efficiently than the one in
[SODA 2021]. We show that, given an edge-labeled graph G = (V,E), there exists a data structure of
|E/≤G

|(⌈log |Σ|⌉ + ⌈log q⌉ + 2) · (1 + o(1)) + |V/≤G
| · (1 + o(1)) bits which supports pattern matching

on G in O(|P | · q2 · log(q · |Σ|)) time, where G/≤G
= (V/≤G

, E/≤G
) is a quotient graph obtained by

collapsing some nodes in G (so |V/≤G
| ≤ |V | and |E/≤G

| ≤ |E|) and q is the width of the maximum
co-lex relation on G. The bounds achieved in this paper look similar to the ones in [SODA 2021], but,
in fact, there are several sources of improvement:
1. Most importantly, q can be determined in O(|E|2) time, and our data structure can be built in

O(|E|2 + |V/≤G
|5/2) time (while determining p and building the data structure in [SODA 2021]

are hard problems).
2. It always holds q ≤ p, and q can be arbitrarily smaller than p (that is, for every integer n there

exists a graph such that p = n and q = 1).
3. Our bound only depends on the size of G/≤G

and it is independent of the size of G. In other words,
the quotient graph G/≤G

eliminates the unnecessary redundancy in G from a pattern matching
perspective.

Our results have relevant applications in automata theory. First, we can build a succinct data structure
to decide whether a string is accepted by a given automaton. Second, starting from an automaton
A, one can define a relation �A and a quotient automaton that capture the nondeterminism of A,
improving the results in [SODA 2021].

http://arxiv.org/abs/2111.04595v1


1 Introduction

Pattern matching is a pervasive problem in computer science: given a pattern and some data, decide
whether the pattern matches the data. In this paper, we will consider graph pattern matching.

Graph pattern matching Let Σ be an alphabet, and let G = (V,E) be an edge-labeled graph.
The pattern-matching problem is the following: given a pattern P ∈ Σ∗, decide whether α can be
read on G by following edges whose labels, when concatenated, yield P .

The problem of matching patterns on graphs arises in a number of fields. In bioinformatics, the
pan-genome is a labeled graph capturing the genetic variation within a species [4, 14]. Pattern
matching on labeled graphs is also natural in graph databases [3, 16].

In this paper we consider the problem of building an index for pattern matching. In other
words, we aim to preprocess a given graph in such a way that we can quicker answer multiple
pattern matching queries. At the same time, we want to employ a succinct data structure [13],
that is, a data structure that requires a number of bits close to the lower bounds from information
theory, while allowing efficient queries. Several succinct data structures used for indexing rely on
some variant of the Burrows-Wheeler Transform (BWT) [5].

The problem of indexing node-labeled graphs for pattern matching has been extensively studied
in the last years. When searching for a match on node-labeled graphs, one still follows edges, and
a string is read by concatenating the labels on the nodes. The problem of pattern matching on
edge-labeled graphs is more general, because a node-labeled graph can be thought of as an edge
labeled graph where all edges entering the same node have the same label.

On the one hand, in [9] Equi et al. showed that there exists no algorithm indexing a node-labeled
graph G = (V,E) in polynomial time in such a way that a pattern P ∈ Σ∗ can be checked for pattern
matching in O(|E|δ |P |β) time, where δ < 1 or β < 1, unless the Orthogonal Vector Hypothesis
(OVH) is false. On the other hand, in [10] Gagie et al. introduced a class of graphs - the so-called
Wheeler graphs - which can be succinctly stored while allowing pattern matching in O(|P | log |Σ|)
time. Wheeler graphs generalize a number of previous approaches based on sorting the nodes of the
graph, and then applying BWT-like techniques to efficiently support pattern matching. Such graphs
are endowed with a total order (a Wheeler order) that satisfies path coherence: if one starts from
an interval of nodes and follow all edges labeled with a letter a, then one still ends up in an interval
of nodes. Note that the bound O(|P | log |Σ|) does not break the bound O(|E|δ |P |β) because most
graphs are not Wheeler graphs. For example, it can be showed that a unary language is recognized
by some Wheeler automaton (that is, an automaton whose underlying graph is Wheeler) if and
only if the language is finite or cofinite [2]. Another limitation of Wheeler graphs is that all natural
problems connected with the property of being Wheeler are hard: in, particular, deciding whether
a node-labeled graph is Wheeler is an NP-complete problem [11].

In [6] the indexing techniques for Wheeler graphs were extended to arbitrary node-labeled
graphs. The main idea is to consider orders on the set of nodes that are allowed to be partial, the
so-called co-lex orders. In general, if (V,≤) is a partial order, we can consider a partition {Vi}

p
i=1

of V such that, for every i, every pair of elements in Vi are ≤-comparable. The minimum size of
such a partition is the width of the partial order. It can be showed that a co-lex order of width
p can be used to succinctly index the graph in a such a way that pattern matching queries can
be solved in O(|P | · p2 · log(p · |Σ|)) time. In particular, a co-lex order is a Wheeler order if and
only if p = 1, and in this case we retrieve the bound O(|P | log |Σ|). While most node-labeled graph
do not admit a Wheeler order, every node-labeled graph admits a co-lex order. Both the bound
O(|P |·p2 ·log(p·|Σ|)) and the (succinct) number of bits required to index the graph are proportional
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to p, so one should determine a co-lex order of width as small as possible. However, co-lex orders
inherit the hardness of the problems connected to Wheeler orders: determining the minimum width
of a co-lex order on a graph is NP-hard (we mentioned that the simpler problem of determining
whether a graph is Wheeler is already NP-complete). This implies that the problem of indexing
a graph with the best (i.e., minimum-width) co-lex order is hard. In addition, no approximation
algorithm for computing such a minimum width (and the corresponding co-lex order) is currently
known.

2 Our contribution

Wheeler orders and co-lex orders allow efficient pattern matching because they ensure (some variant
of) path coherence. Since sorting the nodes of graphs leads to place restrictions - such as Wheelerness
- being NP-hard to check, it is natural to wonder whether it is in fact necessary to rely on sorting.
Defining a total order implies ensuring antisymmetry and transitivity, and these properties are
logically hard to express. For example, in [1] it was showed that on a special class of graphs (2-
NFAs) the problem of deciding whether a given graph is Wheeler can be solved in polynomial time,
and the main idea is to reduce the problem to 2-SAT by defining clauses expressing the property of
being Wheeler. The reason why this method does not work for arbitrary graphs is that one should
in particular define a clause for expressing transitivity, and transitivity requires 3-SAT clauses on
general graphs. Similarly, antisymmetry is not a necessary constraint from a pattern matching
perspective, because we will show that if two nodes are comparable in both directions, then they
can be essentially thought of as a unique node.

To sum up, in this work we change perspective switching from (partial) orders to arbitrary
relations, so defining co-lex relations. By removing antisymmetry and transitivity, we show that
the notion of path coherence still makes perfect sense, and the algebraic structure behind pattern
matching becomes cleaner. Indeed, we show that every graph G admits a maximum co-lex relation,
that is, a co-lex relation R such that every co-lex relation on G is a restriction of R (while in general
a graph does not admit a maximum co-lex order). In particular, the width of the maximum co-lex
relation is automatically the minimum width of a co-lex relation on the graph. Moreover (1) the
maximum co-lex relation can be computed in O(|E|2) time and (2) it is always transitive. While
transitivity is not conceptually relevant for path coherence, from an algorithmic perspective it is
helpful for indexing. Moreover, we show that all nodes being comparable in both directions can be
compressed into a single node. More precisely, we show that starting from a graph G one can always
build a quotient graph G/≤G that captures exactly the same information for pattern matching: one
can always answer a query on G by answering the same query on G/≤G . This approach is successful
because the graph G/≤G is topologically simpler than the original graph G: if a node in G/≤G has
been obtained by collapsing two or more nodes of the original graph, than such a node can have
at most one ingoing edge in the quotient graph. Moreover, G/≤G always admits a maximum co-lex
order (while a general graph does not admit a maximum co-lex order, as stated above), which is
naturally induced by the maximum co-lex relation on G. Since G/≤G admits the maximum co-lex
order and, crucially, it can be built in polynomial time, we can index G by simply indexing G/≤G
using the techniques from [6].

Let us state our quantitative results. In [6] it was showed that a node-labeled graphs G = (V,E)
can be succinctly indexed by means of a data structure of |E|(⌈log |Σ|⌉+ ⌈log p⌉+2) · (1 + o(1)) +
|V | · (1+ o(1)) bits which supports pattern matching in O(|P | · p2 · log(p · |Σ|)) time, where p is the
minimum width of a co-lex order on G, P is the pattern and Σ is the alphabet. Determining p is
NP-hard and building the data structure is also hard. In this paper, we work in the more general
setting of edge-labeled graphs G = (V,E), and for the first time we provide a succinct index for
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arbitrary graphs that can be built in polynomial time (while even only determining if a graph is
Wheeler is NP-hard), which requires less space and answers queries more efficiently than the one
in [6]. We show that, given an edge-labeled graph G = (V,E), there exists a data structure of
|E/≤G |(⌈log |Σ|⌉+ ⌈log q⌉+2) · (1+o(1))+ |V/≤G | · (1+o(1)) bits which supports pattern matching
on G in O(|P | · q2 · log(q · |Σ|)) time, where G/≤G = (V/≤G , E/≤G) is the quotient graph (so
|V/≤G | ≤ |V | and |E/≤G | ≤ |E|) and q is the width of the maximum co-lex relation on G. The
bounds achieved in this paper look similar to the ones in [6], but, in fact, there are several sources
of improvement:

1. Most importantly, q can be determined in O(|E|2) time, and our data structure can be built in
O(|E|2 + |V/≤G |

5/2) time (while determining p and building the data structure in [6] are hard
problems).

2. It always holds q ≤ p, and q can be arbitrarily smaller than p (that is, for every integer n there
exists a graph such that p = n and q = 1).

3. Our bound only depends on the size of G/≤G and it is independent of the size of G. In other
words, G/≤G eliminates the unnecessary redundancy for pattern matching.

We point out that in this paper we do not propose new data structures, but we show that co-lex
relations allow to define a quotient graph on which the data structure introduced in [6] can be built
in polynomial time and performs better.

Next, we show that our indexing techniques are flexible enough to solve more general problems,
such as deciding whether a string is accepted by a given automaton by means of a succinct data
structure. In particular, we define a quotient automaton that recognizes the same language. More
generally, we prove that the width of a natural relation on the states of a NFA captures the degree of
nondeterminism of the automaton. In [6] it was showed that the powerset DFA that determinizes a
given NFA has a number of states which is exponential only in the minimum width p of a co-lex order
on the NFA. In this paper, we prove that, in fact, there is a deeper and simpler quantity capturing
the blow-up in the powerset construction, which is simply the width of a relation. Additionally, one
can canonically build a quotient automaton that captures the nondeterminism of a given automaton
- that is, the given automaton and its quotient have the same powerset automaton.

3 Notation

Let Σ be an alphabet, and let � be a fixed, total order on Σ. We denote by G = (V,E) an (edge-
labeled) graph, where V is the set of nodes, and E ⊆ V × V ×Σ is the set of labeled edges. In this
papers, all graphs are finite.

If V is a set, a (binary) relation R on V is a subset of V × V . We say that u, v ∈ V are
R-comparable if (u, v) ∈ R∨ (v, u) ∈ R (note that (u, v) ∈ R and (v, u) ∈ R may be both true). We
denote by Trans(R) the transitive closure of R. If R and R′ are binary relations on V , we say that
R refines R′ if (u, v) ∈ R′ ⇒ (u, v) ∈ R. If R is a binary relation on V and U ⊆ V , we say that U
is R-convex if:

(∀u, v, z ∈ V )((u, z ∈ U ∧ (u, v) ∈ R ∧ (v, z) ∈ R) =⇒ v ∈ U).

A preorder ≤ on V is a binary relation being reflexive and transitive. We write u < v if u ≤ v
and u 6= v. Moreover, the preorder ≤ is a partial order if it antisymmetric, and it is a total order
if it is a partial order and every pair of elements are ≤-comparable.

We introduce some notation typical of partial order, and we naturally extend it to preorders.
Let (V,≤) be a preorder. A set V ′ ⊆ V is a ≤-chain if every u, v ∈ V are ≤-comparable. A set
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V ′ ⊆ V is a ≤-antichain if every distinct u, v ∈ V are not ≤-comparable. A partition {Vi}
p
i=1 of

V is a ≤-chain partition if every Vi is a ≤-chain. The width of (V,≤) is the minimum size of a
≤-chain partition. Note that if ≤ and ≤′ are preorders on V , and ≤ refines ≤′, then the width of
≤ is smaller than or equal to the width of ≤′ (because every ≤′-chain partition is also a ≤-chain
partition). If (V,≤) is a partial order, then Dilworth’s theorem [8] states that the width of (V,≤)
is equal to the maximum size of a ≤-antichain.

Let us recall a standard method for obtaining a partially-ordered quotient set from a preorder.
Let (V,≤) be a preorder. For every u, v ∈ V , let u ∼≤ v if and only if (u ≤ v) ∧ (v ≤ u). It is
immediate to check that ∼≤ is an equivalence relation. Now, let [v]≤ be the quotient class of v,
and consider the quotient set V/≤ = {[v]≤|v ∈ V }. Define ≤∼ on V/≤ by letting [u]≤ ≤∼ [v]≤
if and only if u ≤ v. The definition of ∼≤ implies that ≤∼ is well-defined (that is, the definition
does not depend on the choice of representatives), because if u ∼≤ u′, v ∼≤ v′ and u ≤ v, then
u′ ≤ u ≤ v ≤ v′. Moreover (V/∼,≤

∼) is a partial order. Indeed, if [u]≤ ≤∼ [v]≤ and [v]≤ ≤∼ [u]≤,
then u ≤ v and v ≤ u, so [u]≤ = [v]≤.

We denote by A = (Q,E, s, F ) a non-deterministic finite automaton (NFA), where Q is the set
of states, E ⊆ Q × Q × Σ is the set of edges, s ∈ Q is the initial state and F ⊆ Q is the set of
final states. A deterministic finite automaton (DFA) is an NFA such that for every u ∈ Q and for
every a ∈ Σ there exists at most one v ∈ Q such that (u, v, a) ∈ E. As customary (for example in
DFA minimization), we assume that all states are reachable from the initial state and each state is
either final, or it allows to reach a final state (states violating these assumptions can be removed
by means of a graph visit without changing the recognized language). Let L(A) be the regular
language recognized by A. Let Pref(L(A)) the set of all prefixes of some word in L(A), and for
u ∈ Q let Iu be the set of all strings that can be read from s to u. Our assumptions imply that
{Iu|u ∈ Q} is a cover of Pref(L(A)) (if A is a DFA, then {Iu|u ∈ Q} is a partition of Pref(L(A))).
Moreover, for α ∈ Pref(L(A)) denote by Iα the set of all states u ∈ Q such that α ∈ Iu.

Recall that, startig from an NFA A, the powerset construction algorithm builds a DFA A∗ =
(Q∗, E∗, s∗, F ∗) such that L(A) = L(A∗) defined as follows: (i) Q∗ = {Iα | α ∈ Pref(L(A))}, (ii)
E∗ = {(Iα, Iαa, a) ∈ Q∗ × Q∗ × Σ|α ∈ Σ∗, a ∈ Σ,αa ∈ Pref(L(A))}, (iii) s∗ = Iǫ = {s}, (iv)
F ∗ = {Iα | α ∈ L(A)}. Moreover, if for q∗ ∈ Q∗ we let I∗q∗ be the set of all strings in Pref(L(A))
that can be read from s∗ to u∗ on A∗, then for every α ∈ Pref(L(A)):

I∗Iα = {α′ ∈ Pref(L(A))|Iα′ = Iα}. (1)

4 Definitions and first results

Let G = (V,E) be a graph. Let # 6∈ Σ be a special symbol, and assume # ≺ a for all a ∈ Σ. For
v ∈ V define:

λ(v) =

{

{a ∈ Σ∗| (u, v, a) ∈ E for some u ∈ V } if v has incoming edges

{#} if v does not have incoming edges.

In a Wheeler order, all nodes without incoming edges must come before all remaining nodes [10].
Intuitively, we let # ≺ a for all a ∈ Σ to ensure a similar properties for arbitrary relations.

If u, v ∈ Q, define:

λ(u) ∠ λ(v) ⇐⇒ (∀a ∈ λ(u))(∀b ∈ λ(v))(a � b).

Remark 4.1. Notice that (1) for every v ∈ V it holds λ(v) 6= ∅; (2) if λ(u) ∠ λ(v) and λ(v) ∠ λ(z),
then λ(u) ∠ λ(z); (3) if λ(u) ∠ λ(v) and λ(v) ∠ λ(u), then λ(u) = λ(v) and |λ(u)| = |λ(v)| = 1.
(4) If λ(u) = λ(v), then λ(u) ∠ λ(v) (and λ(v) ∠ λ(u)) if and only if |λ(u)| = |λ(v)| = 1.
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We can now give our main definition, which generalizes the definition of co-lex order given in [6]
(the term ”co-lex order” refers to the co-lexicographic ordering of strings induced by a co-lex order,
see Section 8).

Definition 4.1. Let G = (V,E) be a graph. A co-lex relation on G is a reflexive relation R ⊆ V ×V
that satisfies the following two axioms:

1. (Axiom 1) For every u, v ∈ Q such that u 6= v, if (u, v) ∈ R, then λ(u) ∠ λ(v);
2. (Axiom 2) For every (u′, u, a), (v′, v, a) ∈ E such that u 6= v, if (u, v) ∈ R, then (u′, v′) ∈ R.

A co-lex preorder is a co-lex relation that is also a preorder. A co-lex order is a co-lex relation that
is also a partial order.

Remark 4.2. (1) Let u ∈ V be a state with no incoming edges, and let v ∈ V a state with incoming
edges. From Axiom 1, it follows (v, u) 6∈ R. (2) If for distinct u, v ∈ Q it holds (u, v) ∈ R and
(v, u) ∈ R, then by Axiom 1 and Remark 4.1 we conclude λ(u) = λ(v) and |λ(u)| = |λ(v)| = 1.

Remark 4.3. Every graph G = (V,E) admits a co-lex relation. For example, {(v, v)|v ∈ V } and
{(u, v) ∈ V × V |(∀a ∈ λ(u))(∀b ∈ λ(v))(a ≺ b)} ∪ {(v, v)|v ∈ V } are co-lex relations on G.

The property that allows to index a Wheeler graph for pattern matching is path coherence:
starting from an interval of nodes and reading a string one still ends up in an interval of nodes [10].
This property was generalized to co-lex orders [6], and we now generalize it to arbitrary co-lex
relations.

Lemma 4.1 (Path coherence). Let G = (V,E) be a graph, and let R be a co-lex relation on G.
Let α ∈ Σ∗, and let U ⊆ V be R-convex. Then, the set U ′ of all nodes in V that can be reached
from U by following edges whose labels, when concatenated, yield α, is still R-convex (possibly U ′

is empty).

Proof. We proceed by induction on |α|. If |α| = 0, then α = ǫ and we are done. Now assume
|α| ≥ 1. We can write α = α′a, with α′ ∈ Σ∗, a ∈ Σ. Let u, v, z ∈ Q such that u, z ∈ U ′ and
(u, v), (v, z) ∈ R. We must prove that v ∈ U ′. If v = u or v = z the conclusion follows, so we
can assume v 6= u and v 6= z. By the inductive hypothesis, the set U ′′ of all nodes in V that can
be reached from some state in U by following edges whose labels, when concatenated, yield α′, is
R-convex. In particular, there exist u′, z′ ∈ U ′′ such that (u′, u, a) ∈ E and (z′, z, a) ∈ E. Since
a ∈ λ(u) ∩ λ(z) and (u, v), (v, z) ∈ R, then λ(v) = {a} (otherwise by Axiom 1 we would obtain a
contradiction), so there exists v′ ∈ V such that (v′, v, a) ∈ E. From (u, v), (v, z) ∈ R and Axiom 2
we obtain (u′, v′), (v′, z′) ∈ R; since u′, z′ ∈ U ′′ and U ′′ is R-convex, then v′ ∈ U ′′, which implies
v ∈ U ′. ⊓⊔

We can already observe that switching from co-lex orders to co-lex relations simplifies the
algebraic structure. In general, the union of two co-lex orders is not a co-lex order (see Figure 1).
However, the union of two co-lex relations is always a co-lex relation:

Lemma 4.2. Let G = (V,E) be a graph, and let R1, . . . , Rm be co-lex relations on G. Then, ∪m
i=1Ri

is a co-lex relation on G.

Proof. First, ∪m
i=1Ri is reflexive because each Ri is reflexive. Let us prove Axiom 1. Assume that

(u, v) ∈ ∪m
i=1Ri, with u 6= v. We must prove that λ(u) ∠ λ(v). Notice that it must be (u, v) ∈ Rj

for some j, so the conclusion follows from Axiom 1 applied to the co-lex relation Rj. Let us prove
Axiom 2. Assume that (u′, u, a), (v′, v, a) are such that u 6= v and (u, v) ∈ ∪m

i=1Ri. We must prove
that (u′, v′) ∈ ∪m

i=1Ri. Notice that it must be (u, v) ∈ Rj for some j, so the conclusion follows from
Axiom 2 applied to the co-lex relation Rj . ⊓⊔
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Fig. 1: Left : Notice that {(0, 0), (1, 1), (2, 2), (1, 2)} and {(0, 0), (1, 1), (2, 2), (2, 1)} are co-lex orders,
but their union is not a co-lex order (antisymmetry would be violated). In particular, the graph
does not admit the maximum co-lex order. Right : A graph that admits the maximum co-lex order,
which however is distinct from the maximum co-lex relation. Indeed, the maximum co-lex order is
{(0, 0), (1, 1)} and the maximum co-lex relation is {(0, 0), (1, 1), (0, 1), (1, 0)}.

We now prove that every co-lex relation is refined by a co-lex preorder, namely, its transitive
closure.

Lemma 4.3. Let G = (V,E) be a graph, and let R be a co-lex relation on G. Then, Trans(R) is
a co-lex preorder on G.

Proof. First, Trans(R) is reflexive because R is reflexive, and it is a partial order by definition.
Let us prove Axiom 1. Assume that (u, v) ∈ Trans(R), with u 6= v. We must prove that

λ(u) ∠ λ(v). Since (u, v) ∈ Trans(R), then there exist z1, . . . , zr ∈ Q (r ≥ 0) such that (u, z1) ∈ R,
(z1, z2) ∈ R, . . . , (zr, v) ∈ R and u 6= z1, z1 6= z2, . . . , zr 6= v. Then, Axiom 1 applied to R implies
λ(u) ∠ λ(z1), λ(z1) ∠ λ(z2), . . . , λ(zr) ∠ λ(v), so we conclude λ(u) ∠ λ(v) by Remark 4.1.

Let us prove Axiom 2. Assume that (u′, u, a), (v′, v, a) ∈ E are such that u 6= v and (u, v) ∈
Trans(R). We must prove that (u′, v′) ∈ Trans(R). Since (u, v) ∈ Trans(R), then like before there
exist z1, . . . , zr ∈ Q (r ≥ 0) such that (u, z1) ∈ R, (z1, z2) ∈ R, . . . , (zr, v) ∈ R and u 6= z1, z1 6= z2,
. . . , zr 6= v, and it must be λ(u) ∠ λ(z1), λ(z1) ∠ λ(z2), . . . , λ(zr) ∠ λ(v). Since a ∈ λ(u) ∩ λ(v),
we conclude λ(z1) = · · · = λ(zr) = {a}. This implies that there exist z′1, . . . , z

′
r ∈ Q such that

(z′1, z1, a) ∈ E, . . . , (z′r, zr, a) ∈ E. Then, Axiom 2 applied to R implies (u′, z′1) ∈ R, (z′1, z
′
2) ∈ R,

. . . , (z′r, v
′) ∈ R, so we conclude (u′, v′) ∈ Trans(R). ⊓⊔

Definition 4.2. Let G = (V,E) be a graph. Let R be a co-lex relation on G. We say that R is
maximum if it refines every co-lex relation R′ on G.

It is clear that if a maximum co-lex relation exists, then it is unique. The following lemma
shows that the maximum co-lex relation always exists. This is a crucial distinction between co-lex
relations and co-lex orders: in general, the maximum co-lex order - that is, a co-lex order refining
every co-lex order - does not exist (see Figure 1), and this provides some intuition about why
determining the minimum width p of a co-lex order on a graph is NP-hard.

Lemma 4.4. Every graph G = (V,E) admits the maximum co-lex relation (in the following denoted
by ≤G). Moreover, ≤G is a co-lex preorder.

Proof. Let ≤G be the union of all co-lex relations on N . Notice that such an union is nonempty by
remark 4.3 and it is finite because the number of binary relations on V is finite. Moreover, ≤G is a
co-lex relation by Lemma 4.2, and if for some co-lex relation it holds (u, v) ∈ R, then by definition
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u ≤G v, so ≤G is the maximum co-lex relation. Finally, Trans(≤G) is a co-lex relation by Lemma
4.3, so the maximality of ≤G implies Trans(≤G) =≤G, that is, ≤G is transitive. ⊓⊔

Remark 4.4. Since ≤G refines every co-lex relation on G, then the width of ≤G is smaller than or
equal to the width of any co-lex relation on G.

Lemma 4.4 implies that the notion of maximum co-lex preorder (a co-lex preorder refining every
co-lex preorder) is pointless, because the maximum co-lex preorder always exists and it is always
equal to the maximum co-lex relation. If the maximum co-lex relation is also antisymmetric, then
it also the maximum co-lex order; however in general the maximum co-lex order does not exist,
or if it exists it can be distinct from the maximum co-lex relation (and in this case the maximum
co-lex relation is a strict refinement of the maximum co-lex order), see Figure 1.

We now show that the maximum co-lex relation can be computed in O(|E|2) time. To this end,
we need the characterization in Lemma 4.5. Since the maximum co-lex relation is transitive, when
indexing a graph we can assume that we use a co-lex preorder.

Definition 4.3. Let G = (V,E) be a graph, and let (u′, v′), (u, v) ∈ V × V be pairs of distinct
nodes. We say that (u′, v′) precedes (u, v) if there exist u1, . . . , ur, v1, . . . , vr ∈ V (r ≥ 1) and
a1, . . . , ar−1 ∈ Σ such that:

1. u1 = u′ and v1 = v′;

2. ur = u and vr = v;

3. ui 6= vi for i = 1, . . . , r;

4. (ui, ui+1, ai), (vi, vi+1, ai) ∈ E for i = 1, . . . , r − 1.

Remark 4.5. Notice that if u, v ∈ Q are distinct nodes, then (u, v) trivially precedes (u, v) itself.

Lemma 4.5. Let G = (V,E) be a graph, and let u, v ∈ V be distinct nodes. Then, there exists a co-
lex relation containing (u, v) if and only if for all pairs (u′, v′) preceding (u, v) it holds λ(u′) ∠ λ(v′).
In this case, there exists the minimum co-lex relation containing (u, v), that is, a co-lex relation
containing (u, v) refined by every co-lex relation containing (u, v).

Proof. (⇒) Let R be a co-lex relation containing (u, v). Assume that (u′, v′) precedes (u, v). We
must prove that λ(u′) ∠ λ(v′). Let u1, . . . , ur and v1, . . . , vr be nodes like in Definition 4.3. From
Axiom 2 it follows (ur−1, vr−1) ∈ R, then again by Axiom 2 we obtain (ur−2, vr−2) ∈ R, and so on,
until we obtain (u′, v′) ∈ R. By Axiom 1 we conclude λ(u′) ∠ λ(v′).

(⇐) Consider a stack that only contains (u, v) at the beginning. Now, process the element in
the stack as follows. Pick (u1, v1) in the stack, remove it from the stack and add to the stack all the
pairs (u′1, v

′
1) of distinct nodes that have not previously been in the stack such that for some a ∈ Σ

it holds (u′1, u1, a) ∈ E and (v′1, v1, a) ∈ E. Process all the elements in the stack until the stack gets
empty (which at some point happens because pairs of states are processed at most once), and let
R be the reflexive closure of the relation obtained by considering all pairs of states that at some
point have been in the stack. Let us prove that R is a co-lex order (and in particular (u, v) ∈ R).
It is immediate to show by induction that all elements that go into the stack precede (u, v), so by
our assumption we have λ(u) ∠ λ(v), which proves Axiom 1. Finally, Axiom 2 follows by the rule
according to which elements are added to the stack.

Lastly, if there exists a co-lex relation containing (u, v), then there exists the minimum co-lex
relation containing (u, v), which is simply the relation R built in (⇐): indeed, all elements added
to the stack must be in every co-lex relation containing (u, v) by Axiom 2. ⊓⊔
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Corollary 4.1. Let G = (V,E) be a graph, and let u, v ∈ V be distinct nodes. Then:

u <G v ⇔ for all pairs (u′, v′) preceding (u, v) it holds λ(u′) ∠ λ(v′).

Proof. (⇒) Since (u, v) is contained in a co-lex relation on G (namely, ≤G), the conclusion follows
from Lemma 4.5.

(⇐) By Lemma 4.5 (u, v) is contained in a co-lex order on G, and so also in the maximum
co-lex order ≤G.

Theorem 4.1. Let G = (V,E) be a graph. Then, ≤G can be computed in O(|E|2) time.

Proof. Consider the graph G = (V, E), where V = {(u, v) ∈ V ×V |u 6= v} and E = {((u′, v′), (u, v)) ∈
V|(u′, u, a), (v′, v, a) ∈ E for some a ∈ Σ}. First, mark all (u, v) ∈ V such that λ(u) ∠ λ(v) does
not hold true (the property ”λ(u) ∠ λ(v)” can be checked in constant time because one only needs
to compare the largest element in λ(u) and the smallest element in λ(v)). Then, mark all nodes in
V reachable by a marked node. Notice that at the end a pair (u, v) is marked if and only if there
exists a pair (u′, v) preceding (u, v) for which λ(u′) ∠ λ(v′) does not hold true, if and only if it holds
u 6<G v (by Corollary 4.1). As a consequence, ≤G is the reflexive closure of the relation consisting
of all non-marked nodes in V. Notice that ≤G can be computed in O(|E|2) time because |E| ≤ |E|2

and nodes in V can be marked by means of a graph traversal. ⊓⊔

5 Quotienting a preorder

As stated in Section 2, we aim to build a quotient graph that captures all information required for
pattern matching. Broadly speaking, we will construct the quotient graph starting from a co-lex
preorder ≤ on V and considering the partial order (V/≤,≤

∼). In this section, we present some
preliminary results that will be useful in the following.

Lemma 5.1. Let (V,≤) be a preorder. Then, the width of the partial order (V/≤,≤
∼) is equal to

the width of (V,≤).

Proof. Let m1 be the width of (V/≤,≤
∼) and let m2 be the width of (V,≤). We must prove that

m1 = m2. On the one hand, if {Ui}
m1

i=1 is a ≤∼-chain decomposition of V/≤, then {Vi}
m1

i=1 is a
≤-chain decomposition of V , where Vi is the union of all elements of V being in some ∼≤-class of
Ui. This proves that m2 ≤ m1. On the other hand, if {Vi}

m2

i=1 is a ≤-chain decomposition of V , then
{Ui}

m2

i=1 is a cover of V/≤, where Ui = {[v]≤|v ∈ Vi}, and each Ui is a ≤∼ chain, so by extracting
an arbitrary partition from the cover we obtain a ≤∼-chain decomposition of V/≤ of cardinality at
most m2. This proves that m1 ≤ m2. ⊓⊔

Incidentally, Lemma 5.1 is the start point for proving a Dilworth theorem-like for preorders.
Dilworth theorem [8] states that the width of a partial order is equal to the maximum size of an
antichain. The same results holds true for preorders. This results is likely to have been implicitly
proved previously, but since we did not find a statement for for preorders in the literature, we
provide an explicit proof.

Theorem 5.1 (Dilworth theorem for preorders). Let (V,≤) be a preorder. Then, the width
of (V,≤) is equal to the maximum size of a ≤-antichain.

Proof. Consider the partial order (V/≤,≤
∼). By Dilworth theorem for partial orders [8], the width

of (V/≤,≤
∼) is equal to the the maximum size of a ≤∼-antichain in V/≤. The theorem will follow
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if we prove that the width of (V/≤,≤
∼) is equal to the width of (V,≤), and the maximum size of

a ≤∼-antichain in V/≤ is equal to the maximum size of a ≤-antichain in V . The first statement is
Lemma 5.1, so we only have to prove the second statement.

Let M1 be the maximum size of an ≤∼-antichain in V/≤ and let M2 be the maximum size of
a ≤-antichain in V . We must prove prove that M1 = M2. On the one hand, if {[v1]≤, . . . , [vM1

]≤}
is a ≤∼-antichain in V/≤, then {v1, . . . , vM1

} is a ≤-antichain in V . This prove that M1 ≤ M2.
On the other hand, if {v1, . . . , vM2

} is a ≤-antichain in V , then the elements of the antichain are
in pairwise distinct ∼≤-classes, so {[v1]≤, . . . , [vM2

]≤} is a ≤∼-antichain in V/≤ and, in fact, it has
cardinality M2. This proves that M2 ≤M1. ⊓⊔

Let us prove a simple result relating convexity and quotients: every convex set is the union of
some ∼≤-classes. This result is crucial for showing that without loss of generality we can perform
pattern matching on the quotient graph.

Lemma 5.2. Let (V,≤) be a preorder, and let U ⊆ V be ≤-convex. If v ∈ U , then [v]∼ ⊆ U . In
other words, every ≤-convex set is the union of some ∼≤-classes.

Proof. Assume that u ∈ [v]∼. We must prove that u ∈ U . We know that v ∈ U , v ≤ u and u ≤ v,
so we conclude u ∈ U because U is ≤-convex. ⊓⊔

More generally, we can prove that there is a natural 1-1 correspondence between ≤-convex sets
in V and ≤∼-convex sets in V/≤.

Lemma 5.3 (Correspondence theorem - convex sets). Let (V,≤) be a preorder. Let U be the
family of all ≤-convex sets in V , and let U≤ be the family of all ≤∼-convex sets in V/≤. Define:

φ : U → U≤

U 7→ {[v]≤|v ∈ U}.

Then, φ is a bijective function, with inverse:

ψ : U≤ → U

U≤ 7→ {v ∈ V |[v]≤ ∈ U≤}.

Proof. First, let us prove that that φ and ψ well-defined.

1. Let us prove that if U is ≤-convex, then U≤ = {[v]≤|v ∈ U} is ≤∼-convex. Assume that
[u]≤, [v]≤, [z]≤ ∈ V/≤ satisfy [u]≤, [z]≤ ∈ U≤, [u]≤ ≤∼ [v]≤ and [v]≤ ≤∼ [z]≤. We must prove
that [v]≤ ∈ U≤. From [u]≤ ≤∼ [v]≤ and [v]≤ ≤∼ [z]≤ it follows u ≤ v and v ≤ z. Moreover, from
[u]≤, [z]≤ ∈ U/≤ and Lemma 5.2 it follows u, z ∈ U . Since U is ≤-convex, we conclude v ∈ U ,
and so [v]≤ ∈ U≤.

2. Let us prove that if U≤ is ≤∼-convex, then U = {v ∈ V |[v]≤ ∈ U∼} is ≤-convex. Assume that
u, v, z ∈ V satisfy u, z ∈ U , u ≤ v and v ≤ z. We must prove that v ∈ U . From u ≤ v and v ≤ z
it follows [u]≤ ≤∼ [v]≤ and [v]≤ ≤∼ [z]≤. Moreover, from u, z ∈ U it follows [u]≤, [z]≤ ∈ U≤.
Since U≤ is ≤∼-convex, we conclude [v]≤ ∈ U≤, and so v ∈ U .

Now, we are only left with proving that ψ ◦ φ = idU and φ ◦ ψ = idU≤
. We have:

(ψ ◦ φ)(U) = ψ({[v]≤|v ∈ U}) = {v′ ∈ U | [v′]≤ = [v]≤ for some v ∈ U} = U

where (⊆) in the last equality follows from Lemma 5.2. Finally:

(φ ◦ ψ)(U≤) = φ({v ∈ V |[v]≤ ∈ U≤}) = {[v′]≤|[v
′]≤ ∈ U≤} = U≤.

⊓⊔
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6 The quotient graph

We can now define our quotient graph.

Definition 6.1. Let G = (V,E) be a graph, and let ≤ be a co-lex preorder on G. Define G/≤ =
(V/≤, E/≤) by:

1. V/≤ = {[v]≤|v ∈ V };
2. E/≤ = {([u]≤, [v]≤, a)|(u

′, v′, a) ∈ E for some u′ ∈ [u]≤ and v′ ∈ [v]≤}.

Remark 6.1. (1) If u, v ∈ V are distinct nodes such that [u]≤ = [v]≤, then λ(u) = λ(v) and
|λ(u)| = |λ(v)| = 1 by Remark 4.2. (2) If [u]≤ = [v]≤, then λ(u) = λ(v). Indeed, if u and v are
distinct nodes, the conclusion follows from the first point, otherwise the conclusion is trivial (in
this case, if [v]≤ = {v}, then λ(v) may have cardinality larger than one. (3) For every v ∈ V , it
holds λ(v) = λ([v]≤), where λ(v) refers to G and λ([v]≤) refers to G/≤. Indeed, if a ∈ Σ ∩ λ(v),
then there exists u ∈ V such that (u, v, a) ∈ E, so ([u]≤, [v]≤, a) ∈ E/∼ and a ∈ λ(v]∼); conversely,
if a ∈ Σ ∩ λ(v]≤), then there exist u′, v′ ∈ V such that (u′, v′, a) ∈ E and [v′]≤ = [v]∼, so a ∈ λ(v′)
and, by the second point, a ∈ λ(v).

Let us prove that G/≤ enjoys a number of properties. (1) If a node of G/≤ has been obtained
by collapsing two or more nodes of G, then that node has at most one ingoing edge in G/≤ (which
is possibly a self-loop). (2) ≤∼ is a co-lex order on G/≤. (3) The graph G/≤G always admits the
maximum co-lex order (recall that in general a graph does not admit the maximum co-lex order).
More precisely, the maximum co-lex order is ≤∼

G (the partial order on V/≤G induced by ≤G), which
is also the maximum co-lex relation on G/≤G . Notice that G/≤G is well-defined because ≤G is a
co-lex preorder by Lemma 4.4.

We prove the first property in Lemma 6.2. We need a preliminary result.

Lemma 6.1. Let G = (V,E) be a graph, and let ≤ be a co-lex preorder on G. Assume that
u, v ∈ V are (non necessarily distinct) nodes such that [u]≤ = [v]≤ and |[u]≤| = |[v]≤| ≥ 2. If
(u′, u, a), (v′, v, a) ∈ E, then [u′]≤ = [v′]≤.

Proof. We distinguish two cases.

1. Assume that u 6= v. From [u]≤ = [v]≤ we obtain u < v and v < u, hence Axiom 2 applied to
(u′, u, a) and (v′, v, a) implies u′ ≤ v′ and v′ ≤ u′, so [u′]≤ = [v′]≤.

2. Assume that u = v. Since |[u]≤| ≥ 2, then there exists z ∈ V such that u 6= z and [u]≤ = [z]≤.
From Remark 6.1, we know that λ(u) = λ(v) = λ(z) = {a}, so there exists z′ ∈ V such that
(z′, z, a) ∈ E. From [u]≤ = [z]≤ we obtain u < z and z < u, hence Axiom 2 applied to (u′, u, a)
and (z′, z, a) implies u′ ≤ z′ and z′ ≤ u′, and Axiom 2 applied to (v′, v, a) and (z′, z, a) implies
v′ ≤ z′ and z′ ≤ v′. Hence, [u′]≤ = [z′]≤ and [v′]≤ = [z′]≤, and so [u′]≤ = [v′]≤.

⊓⊔

Lemma 6.2. Let G = (V,E) be a graph, and let ≤ be a co-lex preorder on G. If [v]≤ ∈ V/≤ is
such that |[v]≤| ≥ 2, then there exists at most one edge entering [v]≤ in G/≤.

Proof. Since |[v]≤| ≥ 2, by Remark 6.1 we have |λ([v]≤)| = 1. If λ([v]≤) = {#}, then there is no edge
entering [v]≤ inG/≤. Now, assume λ([v]≤) = {a}, with a ∈ Σ, and let ([v′]≤, [v]≤, a), ([v

′
1]≤, [v]≤, a) ∈

E/≤. We must prove that these two edges are actually the same edge, that is, [v′]≤ = [v′1]≤. Since
([v′]≤, [v]≤, a), ([v

′
1]≤, [v]≤, a) ∈ E/≤, then there exist u, u1, u

′, u′1 ∈ V such that [v]≤ = [u]≤ =
[u1]≤, [v

′]≤ = [u′]≤, [v
′
1]≤ = [u′1]≤, (u

′, u, a) ∈ E and (u′1, u1, a) ∈ E. Since [u]≤ = [u1]≤ and
|[u]≤| = |[u1]≤| = |[v]≤| ≥ 2, then from Lemma 6.1 we obtain [u′]≤ = [u′1]≤, so from [v′]≤ = [u′]≤
and [v′1]≤ = [u′1]≤ we conclude [v′]≤ = [v′1]≤. ⊓⊔
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Next, we prove that ≤∼ is a co-lex order on G/≤.

Lemma 6.3. Let G = (V,E) be a graph, and let ≤ be a co-lex preorder on G. Then, ≤∼ is a co-lex
order on G/≤, and the width of ≤∼ is equal to the width of ≤.

Proof. Let us prove that ≤∼ is a co-lex order on G/≤. We know that ≤∼ is a partial order, so we
only have to prove that it satisfies Axiom 1 and Axiom 2.

Let us prove Axiom 1. Assume that [u]≤, [v]≤ ∈ V/≤ satisfy [u]≤ <∼ [v]∼. We must prove
that λ([u]≤) ∠ λ(v]≤). By the definition of ≤∼ we have u < v, so by Axiom 1 applied to ≤ we
conclude λ(u) ∠ λ(v). The conclusion follows, because by Remark 6.1 we have λ([u]≤) = λ(u) and
λ([v]≤) = λ(v).

Let us prove Axiom 2. Assume that ([u′]≤, [u]≤, a), ([v
′]≤, [v]≤, a) ∈ E/≤ satisfy [u]≤ <∼ [v]≤.

We must prove that [u′]≤ ≤∼ [v′]≤. Since ([u′]≤, [u]≤, a) ∈ E/≤, then there exist u′1, u1 ∈ V such
that (u′1, u1, a) ∈ E, [u′1]≤ = [u′]≤ and [u1]≤ = [u]≤. Analogously, ([v

′]≤, [v]≤, a) ∈ E/≤ implies that
there exist v′1, v1 ∈ V such that (v′1, v1, a) ∈ E, [v′1]≤ = [v′]≤ and [v1]≤ = [v]≤. From [u]≤ <∼ [v]≤ we
obtain u1 < v1, hence by Axiom 2 applied to ≤ we conclude u′1 ≤ v′1, which implies [u′]≤ ≤∼ [v′]≤.

Lastly, ≤∼ and ≤ have the same width by Lemma 5.1. ⊓⊔

Let us prove that ≤∼
G is the maximum co-lex relation and the maximum co-lex order on G/≤G .

Lemma 6.4 (Correspondence theorem - co-lex relations). Let G = (V,E) be a graph, and
let ≤ be a co-lex preorder on G. Let C≤ the set of all co-lex relations on G/≤, and let C be set of
all co-lex relations R on G such that, if (u, v) ∈ R, [u]≤ = [u′]≤ and [v]≤ = [v′]≤, then (u′, v′) ∈ R.
Define:

ρ : C≤ → C

R≤ 7→ {(u, v) ∈ V × V |([u]≤, [v]≤) ∈ R≤}

Then, ρ is a bijective function, with inverse:

σ : C → C≤

R 7→ {([u]≤, [v]≤) ∈ V/≤ × V/≤|(u, v) ∈ R}.

In particular, σ(≤) is equal to ≤∼.

Proof. First, let us prove that ρ and σ are well-defined.

1. Let us prove that if R≤ is a co-lex relation on G/≤, then R = {(u, v) ∈ V × V |(u, v) ∈ R} is a
co-lex relation on G which belongs to C. Clearly, R is reflexive because R≤ is reflexive. Let us
prove Axiom 1. Assume that (u, v) ∈ R, with u 6= v. We must prove that λ(u) ∠ λ(v). It must be
([u]≤, [v]≤) ∈ R. If [u]≤ 6= [v]≤, then from Axiom 1 applied to R≤ we obtain λ([u]≤) ∠ λ([v]≤),
and we conclude λ(u) ∠ λ(v) because λ(u) = λ([u]≤) and λ(v) = λ([v]≤) by Remark 6.1. If
[u]≤ = [v]≤, then again from Remark 6.1 we obtain λ(u) = λ(v) and |λ(u)| = |λ(v)| = 1, so again
λ(u) ∠ λ(v) (see Remark 4.1). Let us prove Axiom 2. Assume that (u′, u, a), (v′, v, a) ∈ E, with
(u, v) ∈ R and u 6= v. We must prove that (u′, v′) ∈ R. We have ([u′]≤, [u]≤, a), ([v

′]≤, [v]≤, a) ∈
E/≤ and ([u]≤, [v]≤) ∈ R≤. If [u]≤ 6= [v]≤, then from Axiom 2 applied to R≤ we obtain
([u′]≤, [v

′]≤) ∈ R≤, and so (u′, v′) ∈ R. If [u]≤ = [v]≤, then we have |[u]≤| = |[v]≤| ≥ 2
(because u 6= v), so by Lemma 6.2 we have [u′]≤ = [v′]≤, hence trivially ([u′]≤, [v

′]≤) ∈ R≤

and in particular (u′, v′) ∈ R. Lastly, R belongs to C because if (u, v) ∈ R, [u]≤ = [u′]≤ and
[v]≤ = [v′]≤, then ([u′]≤, [v

′]≤) = ([u]≤, [v]≤) ∈ R≤ and so (u′, v′) ∈ R.
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2. Let us prove that if R a co-lex relation in C, then R≤ = {([u]≤, [v]≤) ∈ V/≤×V/≤|(u, v) ∈ R} is a
well-defined co-lex relation on G/≤. First, R

≤ is well-defined (that is, if [u′]≤ = [u]≤, [v
′]≤ = [v]≤

and (u, v) ∈ R, then (u′, v′) ∈ R) because R belongs to C. Clearly, R≤ is reflexive because R
is reflexive. Let us prove Axiom 1. Assume that ([u]≤, [v]≤) ∈ R≤, with [u]≤ 6= [v]≤. We must
prove that λ([u]≤) ∠ λ([v]≤). It must be (u, v) ∈ R, with u 6= v, so from Axiom 1 applied to R
we obtain λ(u) ∠ λ(u), and we conclude λ([u]≤) ∠ λ([v]≤) because λ(u) = λ([u]≤) and λ(v) =
λ([v]≤) by Remark 6.1. Let us prove Axiom 2. Assume that ([u′]≤, [u]≤, a), ([v

′]≤, [v]≤, a) ∈ E/≤,
with ([u]≤, [v]≤) ∈ R≤ and [u]≤ 6= [v]≤. We must prove that ([u′]≤, [v

′]≤) ∈ R≤. There must
exist u1, v1, u

′
1, v

′
1 ∈ V such that [u1]≤ = [u]≤, [v1]≤ = [v]≤, [u

′
1]≤ = [u′]≤, [v′1]≤ = [v′]≤,

(u′1, u1, a) ∈ E and (v′1, v1, a) ∈ E. From ([u]≤, [v]≤) ∈ R≤, [u1]≤ = [u]≤ and [v1]≤ = [v]≤ it
follows (u1, v1) ∈ R, where u1 6= v1 (because [u]≤ 6= [v]≤). From Axiom 2 applied to R we obtain
(u′1, v

′
1) ∈ R, hence from [u′1]≤ = [u′]≤ and [v′1]≤ = [v′]≤ we conclude ([u′]≤, [v

′]≤) ∈ R≤.

Next, let us prove that σ ◦ ρ = idC≤ and ρ ◦ σ = idC . We have:

(σ ◦ ρ)(R≤) = σ({(u, v) ∈ V × V |([u]≤, [v]≤) ∈ R≤}) =

= {([u]≤, [v]≤) ∈ V/≤ × V/≤|([u]≤, [v]≤) ∈ R≤} = R≤

and:

(ρ ◦ σ)(R) = ρ({([u]≤, [v]≤) ∈ V/≤ × V/≤|(u, v) ∈ R}) =

= {(u, v) ∈ V × V |(u, v) ∈ R} = R.

Lastly, notice that ≤ belongs to C, because if u ≤ v, [u]≤ = [u′]≤ and [v]≤ = [v′]≤, then
u′ ≤ u ≤ v ≤ v′. By the definition of σ, we conclude that σ(≤) is equal to ≤∼. ⊓⊔

Corollary 6.1. Let G = (V,E) be a graph. Then, ≤∼
G is the maximum co-lex relation and the

maximum co-lex order on G/≤G .

Proof. By Lemma 6.3 we know that ≤∼
G is a co-lex order on G/≤G , so we only have to prove that

≤∼
G is the maximum co-lex relation on G/≤G . Let R

≤G be a co-lex relation on G/≤G and assume
that ([u]≤G , [v]≤G) ∈ R≤G . We must prove that [u]≤G ≤∼

G [v]≤G . By Lemma 6.4 we know that
R = ρ(R≤G) is a co-lex relation on G, and (u, v) ∈ R. Since ≤G is the maximum co-lex relation on
G, we obtain u ≤G v, so we conclude [u]≤G ≤∼

G [v]≤G . ⊓⊔

7 Indexing for pattern matching

Recall that in [6] it was showed how to index a graph by means of a co-lex order. However,
determining a co-lex order of minimum width is a hard problem [6]. On the other hand, Corollary
6.1 ensures that G/≤G always admits the maximum co-lex order (which has minimum width), and
it can be determined in polynomial time by Theorem 4.1. As a consequence, we have overcome the
hardness of determining a co-lex order of minimum width of an arbitrary graph if we show that
we can answer pattern matching queries on G by answering a query on G/≤G . This in indeed the
purpose of the following lemma. Intuitively, if we start from a ≤G-convex set U of nodes in G, we
can obtain the ≤-convex set of nodes that can be reached through a string α by (1) passing to the
quotient, (2) obtaining the ≤∼

G-convex set of nodes that can reached through α in G/≤G , and (3)
going back to G.
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Lemma 7.1 (Correspondence theorem - path coherence). Let G = (V,E) be a graph, and
let ≤ be a co-lex preorder on G. Let α ∈ Σ∗. Let U be the family of all ≤-convex sets in V , and let
U≤ be the family of all ≤∼-convex sets in V/≤. Let:

θα : U → U

be the function such that if U ∈ U , then θα(U) is the set of all nodes of G that can be reached from
U by following edges whose labels, when concatenated, yield α. Moreover, let:

θ≤α : U≤ → U≤

be the function such that if U≤ ∈ U≤, then θ
≤
α (U≤) is the set of all nodes of G/≤ that can be reached

from U≤ by following edges whose labels, when concatenated, yield α. Let φ and ψ the functions
defined in Lemma 5.3. Then (see Figure 2):

θα ◦ ψ = ψ ◦ θ≤α

φ ◦ θα = θ≤α ◦ φ.

U U≤

U U≤

φ

θα θ≤
α

ψ

φ

ψ

Fig. 2: Lemma 7.1

Proof. First, the codomains of θα and θ≤α are correct by Lemma 4.1.
Let us prove the first equation. We proceed by induction on |α|. If |α| = 0, then α = ǫ, so

θα = idU , θ
≤
α = idU≤

and we conclude θα ◦ ψ = ψ = ψ ◦ θ≤α . Now, assume |α| ≥ 1. We can write

α = α′a, with α′ ∈ Σ∗ and a ∈ Σ. By the inductive hypothesis, θα′ ◦ ψ = ψ ◦ θ≤α′ . Moreover, notice

that θα = θa ◦ θα′ and θ≤α = θ≤a ◦ θ≤α′ . Hence:

θα ◦ ψ = θa ◦ θα′ ◦ ψ = θa ◦ ψ ◦ θ≤α′

ψ ◦ θ≤α = ψ ◦ θ≤a ◦ θ≤α′

so the conclusion follows if we prove that:

θa ◦ ψ = ψ ◦ θ≤a .

Fix U≤ ∈ U≤. We have to prove that (θa ◦ψ)(U≤) = (ψ ◦ θ≤a )(U≤). We will use that ψ is the inverse
of φ (Lemma 5.3).
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(⊆) If v ∈ (θa ◦ ψ)(U≤), then there exists u ∈ ψ(U≤) such that (u, v, a) ∈ E. In particular,
[u]≤ ∈ U≤ and ([u]≤, [v]≤, a) ∈ E/≤, so [v]≤ ∈ θ≤a (U≤) and we conclude v ∈ (ψ ◦ θ≤a )(U≤).

(⊇) If v ∈ (ψ◦θ≤a )(U≤), then [v]≤ ∈ θ≤a (U≤), so there exists [u]≤ ∈ U≤ such that ([u]≤, [v]≤, a) ∈
E/≤. In particular, there exist u′, v′ ∈ V such that (u′, v′, a) ∈ E, [u′]≤ = [u]≤ ∈ U≤ and [v′]≤ =
[v]≤. This means that v′ ∈ (θa ◦ ψ)(U≤), and by Lemma 5.2 we conclude v ∈ (θa ◦ ψ)(U≤).

Let us prove the second equation. Since ψ is the inverse of φ (Lemma 5.3), then from the first
equation we obtain:

φ ◦ θα = φ ◦ θα ◦ ψ ◦ φ = φ ◦ ψ ◦ θ≤α ◦ φ = θ≤α ◦ φ.

⊓⊔

Corollary 7.1. Let G = (V,E) be a graph, and let ≤ be a co-lex preorder on G. Let α ∈ Σ∗. Then
the pattern matching problem returns ”yes” on input G and α if and only if it returns ”yes” on
input G/≤ and α.

Proof. Using the notation of Lemma 7.1, the pattern matching problem returns ”yes” on input G
and α if and only if θα(V ) 6= ∅ (where V is trivially ≤-convex), and it returns ”yes” on input G/≤
and α if and only if θ≤α (V/≤) 6= ∅. On the other, by Lemma 7.1 we have θ≤α (V/≤) = (θ≤α (φ(V )) =
φ(θα(V )). The conclusion follows, because for every U ∈ U it holds U = ∅ if and only if φ(U) = ∅.

⊓⊔

We now recall the main result from [6] and we adapt it to edge-labeled graphs.

Theorem 7.1. Let G = (V,E) be a graph, and assume that we are given a co-lex order ≤ on G of
minimum width p. Then, there exists a data structure of |E|(⌈log |Σ|⌉ + ⌈log p⌉+ 2) · (1 + o(1)) +
|V | · (1 + o(1)) bits, which can be built starting from G and ≤ in O(|V |5/2) time, such that, given
a pattern P ∈ Σ∗ and a ≤-convex set U , in O(|P | · p2 · log(p · |Σ|)) time returns the ≤-convex set
of all nodes in V that can be reached from U by following edges whose labels, when concatenated,
yield P .

Proof. This is essentially [6, Thm 4.2]. The only difference is that the cited theorem refers to node-
labeled graphs. However, since we have proved that path coherence also holds for edge-labeled
graphs (Lemma 4.1), one readily checks that the same proof also works in our more general setting.
Notice also that [6, Thm 4.2] refers to automata, so in our graph setting we need a slightly smaller
amount of bits because we do not need to store final states. ⊓⊔

Theorem 7.2. Let G = (V,E) be a graph, and assume that we are given a co-lex order ≤ on G of
minimum width p. Then, there exists a data structure of |E|(⌈log |Σ|⌉ + ⌈log p⌉+ 2) · (1 + o(1)) +
|V | · (1 + o(1)) bits, which can be built starting from G and ≤ in O(|V |5/2) time, that solves the
pattern-matching problem in O(|P | · p2 · log(p · |Σ|)) time, where P ∈ Σ∗ is the pattern.

Proof. The conclusion follows from Theorem 7.1 by letting U = V , which is trivially ≤-convex. ⊓⊔

Theorems 7.1 and 7.2 simply generalize the results in [6] from node-labeled graphs to edge-
labeled graphs. However, building the data structure in Theorems 7.1 and 7.2 does not require only
O(|V |5/2) time, because the theorems assume that we are given a co-lex order ≤ on G of minimum
width p, and determining such a co-lex order is a hard problem [6].

We can now overcome this limitation by passing to the quotient graph. Here is our main result.

Theorem 7.3. Let G = (V,E) be a graph, and let q be the the width of ≤G. Then, there exists a
data structure of |E/≤G |(⌈log |Σ|⌉ + ⌈log q⌉ + 2) · (1 + o(1)) + |V/≤G | · (1 + o(1)) bits, which can
be built starting from G in O(|E|2 + |V/≤G |

5/2) time, that solves the pattern-matching problem in
O(|P | · q2 · log(q · |Σ|)) time, where P ∈ Σ∗ is the pattern.
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Proof. Compute ≤G in O(|E|2) time (Theorem 4.1). Build the graph G/≤G by a graph traversal. By
Lemma 6.3 we know that ≤∼

G is a co-lex order on G/≤G of width q. Moreover, ≤∼
G is the maximum

co-lex order on G/≤G by Corollary 6.1, and so it is a co-lex order of minimum width. Hence, just
build the data structure from Theorem 7.2 starting from G/≤G and ≤∼

G. Corollary 7.1 ensures that
querying G/≤G is equivalent to querying G. ⊓⊔

Our Theorem 7.3 improves on Theorem 7.2 in several respects:

1. For the first time, we show how to build for an arbitrary graph a succinct, efficient index for
pattern matching in polynomial time.

2. The parameter q in Theorem 7.3 is always smaller than or equal to the parameter p in Theorem
7.2, because the maximum co-lex relation on G refines every co-lex order on G. Moreover, q can
be arbitrarily smaller than p: for every integer n there exists a graph for which q = 1 and p = n
(see Figure 3).

3. The bounds in Theorem 7.3 only depend on the graph G/≤G , which may be smaller than the
graph G. In other words, G/≤G eliminates the unnecessary redundancy in G to perform pattern
matching.

v1 v2 . . . vn

u1 u2

a
a a

a a
a

Fig. 3: A graph G for which q = 1 and p = n. First, we have ≤G= {(vi, vj)|1 ≤ i, j ≤ n} ∪
{(u1, vi)|1 ≤ i ≤ n} ∪ {(u2, vi)|1 ≤ i ≤ n} ∪ {(ui, uj)|1 ≤ i, j ≤ 2}, so q = 1. Second, let us prove
that p ≥ n. Let ≤ be any co-lex order on G. We must prove that the width of ≤ is at least n.
Notice that for every 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n nodes vi and vj are not ≤-comparable, because Axiom 2
would imply both u1 < u2 and u2 < u1, which contradicts antisymmetry. Hence {v1, . . . , vn} is a
≤-antichain and by Dilworth’s theorem we conclude that the width of ≤ is at least n. The width of
G is indeed n: a co-lex order of width n is {(u1, vi)|1 ≤ i ≤ n} ∪ {(u2, vi)|1 ≤ i ≤ n} ∪ {(vi, vi)|1 ≤
i ≤ n} ∪ {(ui, ui)|1 ≤ i ≤ 2}.

Remark 7.1. In fact, Theorem 7.3 not only decides whether a pattern occurs in a graph, but if a
pattern occurs it also returns indicators for all occurrences, that is, the (≤∼

G-convex) set of all nodes
at the end of some occurrence. The indicators in the quotient graph can be mapped to indicators
in the original graph by storing the correspondence between nodes in the original graph and nodes
in the quotient graph.

8 Generalizations and applications to automata theory

Notice that Theorem 7.3 relies on Corollary 7.1 and not on the more general Lemma 7.1. However,
there are situations where we may interested in matching only patterns that start from a given set
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of nodes (and not from all nodes). For example, if we consider an automaton, we may be interested
in matching strings starting from the initial state, so that we can decide whether a strings belongs
to the language recognized by the automaton. Hence, let us generalize Theorem 7.3.

Theorem 8.1. Let G = (V,E) be a graph, and let q be the the width of ≤G. Then, there exists a
data structure of |E/≤G |(⌈log |Σ|⌉+⌈log q⌉+2)·(1+o(1))+|V/≤G |·(1+o(1)) bits, which can be built
starting from G in O(|E|2 + |V/≤G |

5/2) time, such that, given a pattern P ∈ Σ∗ and a ≤G-convex
set U , in O(|P | · q2 · log(q · |Σ|)) time decides whether there is an occurrence of α starting from a
node in U .

Proof. Just follow the proof of Theorem 7.3, but use Theorem 7.1 instead of Theorem 7.2. ⊓⊔

Remark 8.1. Like in Remark 7.1, if we store the correspondence between nodes in the original graph
and nodes in the quotient graph, then Theorem 8.1 also returns indicators for all occurrences of α
starting from a node in U .

If we want to apply Theorem 8.1 to decide whether a string is accepted by an automaton G, (1)
we should make sure the {s}, where s is the initial state, is ≤G-convex, and (2) we should interpret
G/≤G as an automaton equivalent to G, so that a string belongs to the language recognized by G
if and only if it belongs to the language recognized by G/≤G .

0start 1 2

a

a

b

{0, 1}start 2

a

b

Fig. 4: Left : an automaton G. Right : the automaton G/≤G . Notice that {0} is not ≤G-convex
because [0]∼ = {0, 1} (see Lemma 5.2). In fact, if in G we start from the initial state and read b
we end in ∅, whereas in G/∼ if we start from the initial state and read b we end in {2}, so the
correspondence in Lemma 6.4 does not hold. Notice also that G and G/≤G do not recognize the
same regular language, independently of whether the state {0, 1} is made final or not.

First, notice that in general {s} is not ≤G-convex, see Figure 4 (which also shows that in general
G/≤G cannot be interpreted as an automaton equivalent to G). Let us show that, by adapting the
definition of each λ(v), we can force a set to be convex. Let G = (V,E) be a graph. Let @ be
another special symbol, and assume that # ≺ @ ≺ a for all a ∈ Σ. Let U ⊆ V be a subset of nodes,
and define:

λ(v) =























{a ∈ Σ∗| (u, v, a) ∈ E for some u ∈ V } if v has incoming edges and v 6∈ U

{a ∈ Σ∗| (u, v, a) ∈ E for some u ∈ V } ∪ {@} if v has incoming edges and v ∈ U

{#} if v does not have incoming edges and v 6∈ U

{#,@} if v does not have incoming edges and v ∈ U.

(2)

It is easy to check that all previous results still hold true, with the following remarks:

1. The maximum co-lex relation still exists, but in general it is distinct from ≤G. We denote the
new maximum co-lex order by ≤G,U .
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2. Remark 4.2 still holds true, so if v ∈ V is such that @ ∈ λ(v), then it must be [v]∼ = {v}
(because necessarily |λ(v)| ≥ 2). When building the graph G/∼ = (V/∼, E/∼) in Definition 6.1,
for every v ∈ V such that @ ∈ λ(v) add @ to λ([v]∼) also. Hence, Remark 6.1 still holds true.

Hence, we can extend Theorem 8.1 as follows.

Theorem 8.2. Let G = (V,E) be a graph, let U ⊆ V , and let q be the the width of ≤G,U . Then,
there exists a data structure of |E/≤G,U |(⌈log |Σ|⌉+⌈log q⌉+2) ·(1+o(1))+ |V/≤G,U | ·(1+o(1)) bits,

which can be built starting from G in O(|E|2+ |V/≤G,U |
5/2) time, such that, given a pattern P ∈ Σ∗

and a ≤G,U -convex set U , in O(|P | · q2 · log(q · |Σ|)) time decides whether there is an occurrence of
α starting from a node in U .

Now, it is easy to see that for each u ∈ U , the set {u} is ≤G,U -convex. Indeed, assume for the
sake of contradiction that there existed v ∈ U such that u < v and v < u. In particular, we would
have [u]∼ = [v]∼, so by Remark 6.1 we would conclude |λ(u)| = 1, which is a contradiction because
@ ∈ λ(u) implies |λ(u)| ≥ 2. Similarly, one can show that U is ≤G,U -convex.

Our next aim is to interpet the quotient automaton as an automaton being equivalent to the
original automaton. The quotient automaton should be the quotient graph from Definition 6.1
enriched with an initial state and a set of final states.

Definition 8.1. Let A = (Q,E, s, F ) be an NFA, and let ∼ be an equivalence relation on Q such
that u ∼ v implies Iu = Iv. Define A/∼ = (Q/∼, E/∼, s/∼, F/∼) as follows:

1. Q/∼ = {[v]∼|v ∈ Q};

2. E/∼ = {([u]∼, [v]∼, a)| (u
′, v′, a) ∈ E for some u′ ∈ [u]∼ and v′ ∈ [v]∼};

3. s/∼ = [s]∼ = {s};

4. F/∼ = {[v]∼ ∈ Q/∼| v
′ ∈ F for some v′ ∈ [v]∼}.

Remark 8.2. Notice that [s]∼ = {s} because there is a string belonging only to Is, namely, the
empy string.

Let us prove that A and A/∼ are equivalent. We will also prove a stronger result (that will be
useful in the following): A and A/∼ have the same powerset automaton.

Lemma 8.1. Let A = (Q,E, s, F ) be an NFA, and let ∼ be an equivalence relation on Q such that
u ∼ v implies Iu = Iq.

1. For clarity, denote by Iα the set of all states reached by α on A and denote by I∼α the set of all
states reached by α on A/∼. For every α ∈ Σ∗ and for every v ∈ Q, it holds:

v ∈ Iα ⇐⇒ [v]∼ ∈ I∼α .

2. For clarity, denote by Iv the set of all strings that reach v on A, and denote by I∼[v]∼ the set of

all strings that reach [v]∼ on A. For every v ∈ V , it holds:

Iv = I∼[v]∼ .

3. L(A/∼) = L(A).

4. The powerset automata obtained from A/∼ and A are isomorphic.
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Proof. 1. (⇒) Assume that v ∈ Iα. We must prove that [v]∼ ∈ I∼α . We proceed by induction on
|α|. If |α| = 0, then α is the empty string ǫ, so it must be v = s, and indeed [s]∼ ∈ I∼ǫ . Now
assume that |α| ≥ 1. We can write α = α′a, with α′ ∈ Σ∗ and a ∈ Σ. Since v ∈ Iα, then
there exists u ∈ Iα′ such that (u, v, a) ∈ E. Hence ([u]∼, [v]∼, a) ∈ E/∼, and by the inductive
hypothesis [u]∼ ∈ I∼α′ , so we conclude [v]∼ ∈ I∼α .
(⇐) Assume that [v]∼ ∈ I∼α . We must prove that v ∈ Iα. We proceed by induction on |α|. If
|α| = 0, then α is the empty string ǫ, so it must be [v]∼ = {s}, hence v = s and indeed s ∈ Iǫ.
Now assume that |α| ≥ 1. We can write α = α′a, with α′ ∈ Σ∗ and a ∈ Σ. Since [v]∼ ∈ I∼α ,
then there exists [u]∼ ∈ I∼α′ such that ([u]∼, [v]∼, a) ∈ E/∼. Hence there exist u′ ∈ [u]∼ and
v′ ∈ [v]∼ such that (u′, v′, a) ∈ E. Since [u′]∼ = [u]∼ ∈ I∼α′ , by the inductive hypothesis u′ ∈ Iα′ ,
so v′ ∈ Iα. Since [v′]∼ = [v]∼, the assumption on ∼ implies that Iv′ = Iv, hence we conclude
v ∈ Iα.

2. By point 1, for every α ∈ Σ∗ we have:

α ∈ Iv ⇐⇒ v ∈ Iα ⇐⇒ [v]∼ ∈ I∼α ⇐⇒ α ∈ I∼[v]∼ .

3. For every α ∈ Σ∗, we have:

α ∈ L(A/∼) ⇐⇒ (∃[u]∼ ∈ F/∼)([u]∼ ∈ I∼α ) ⇐⇒ (∃u ∈ F )(u ∈ Iα) ⇐⇒ α ∈ L(A).

where the second equivalence holds true because (⇐) if u ∈ F is such that u ∈ Iα, then
[u]∼ ∈ F/∼ and by point 1 [u]∼ ∈ I∼α , and (⇒) if [u]∼ ∈ F/∼ is such that [u]∼ ∈ I∼α , then there
exists u′ ∈ F such that u′ ∈ [u]∼, so [u′]∼ ∈ I∼α and by point 1 u′ ∈ Iα.

4. Let (A/∼)
∗ and A∗ be the powerset automata obtained from A/∼ and A, respectively. We claim

that the function f : Iα 7→ I∼α is an isomorphism. Notice that f is well-defined (that is, Iα = Iβ
implies I∼α = I∼β ) and it is bijective by point 1, it respects initial states and edges, and it also
respects the final states because L(A/∼) = L(A) by point 3. ⊓⊔

Let A be an NFA. In order to check whether a string is accepted by α, we can use the maximum
co-lex relation ≤A,{s}. In order to interpret the quotient graph as an automaton, it will suffice to
show that the equivalence relation ∼≤A,{s}

has the property required by Lemma 8.1, because then
A/≤A,{s}

can be seen as an automaton equivalent to A. In other words, we have to prove that
[u]≤A,{s}

= [v]≤A,{s}
implies Iu = Iv.

We will prove a stronger result: any co-lex relation induces an ordering of the Iu’s. Recall that we
assume that (Σ,�) is a totally-ordered alphabet. We can extend this order to Σ∗ by sorting strings
co-lexicographically (recall that a string α is co-lexicographically smaller than a string β if the
reversed string αR is lexicographically smaller than the reversed string βR). Hence, (Σ∗,�) is the
total order such that for α, β ∈ Σ∗ it holds α � β if and only if the string α is co-lexicographically
smaller than or equal to the string β. In [1] it was showed that there is a close relationship between
co-lex order of strings and Wheeler orders, and such correspondence motivated the term ”co-lex
order” [6]. We now better explicit the role of co-lexicographically sorted strings and we show that
the same correspondence also holds for co-lex relations.

Definition 8.2. Let A = (Q,E, s, F ) be an NFA. Let � be the reflexive relation on {Iu | u ∈ Q}
such that, for Iu 6= Iv:

Iu ≺ Iv ⇐⇒ (∀α ∈ Iu)(∀β ∈ Iv)({α, β} 6⊆ Iu ∩ Iv → α ≺ β).

Let us prove that we have defined a partial order.

Lemma 8.2. Let A = (Q,E, s, F ) be an NFA. Then, ({Iu|u ∈ Q},�) is a partial order.
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Proof. Let us prove antisymmetry. Assume that Iu ≺ Iv. We must prove that Iv 6≺ Iu. In particular,
we have Iu 6= Iv, so there exists α ∈ Iu \ Iv or β ∈ Iv \ Iu. Assume that there exists α ∈ Iu \ Iv
(the other case is analogous). It must be Iv 6= ∅, so pick β ∈ Iv. We have {α, β} 6⊆ Iu ∩ Iv, so
Iu ≺ Iv implies α ≺ β. This means that Iv ≺ Iu cannot hold, otherwise it should also be β ≺ α, a
contradiction because (Σ∗,�) is a total order, and so in particular it is antisymmetric.

Let us prove transitivity. Assume that Iu ≺ Iv and Iv ≺ Iz. We must prove that Iu ≺ Iz. Pick
α ∈ Iu and γ ∈ Iz such that {α, γ} 6⊆ Iu ∩ Iz. We must prove that α ≺ γ. Assume that α ∈ Iu \ Iz
(the other case, γ ∈ Iz \ Iu, is analogous). We distinguish two cases.

1. Assume α ∈ Iv. Then α ∈ Iv \ Iz, so {α, γ} 6⊆ Iv ∩ Iz. From Iv ≺ Iz it follows α ≺ γ.
2. Assume α 6∈ Iv. We distinguish two subcases.

(a) Assume γ ∈ Iv. Then α ∈ Iu \ Iv and γ ∈ Iv, so Iu ≺ Iv implies α ≺ γ.
(b) Assume γ 6∈ Iv. Since Iv 6= ∅, pick any β ∈ Iv. We have α ∈ Iu \ Iv and β ∈ Iv, so Iu ≺ Iv

implies α ≺ β. Moreover, we have γ ∈ Iz \ Iv and β ∈ Iv, so Iv ≺ Iz implies β ≺ γ. From
α ≺ β and β ≺ γ we conclude α ≺ γ because (Σ∗,�) is a total order, and so in particular
it is transitive.

⊓⊔

We can now introduce the class of all relations on the set of states that are co-lexicographically
monotonic.

Definition 8.3. Let A = (Q,E, s, F ). We say that a reflexive relation R on Q is co-lexicographically
monotonic if:

(u, v) ∈ R =⇒ Iu � Iv.

Remark 8.3. If R is co-lexicographically monotonic and both (u, v) ∈ R and (v, u) ∈ R, then
Lemma 8.2 implies that Iu = Iv. In particular, this holds true if ≤ is a co-lexicographically motonic
preorder and [u]≤ = [v]≤.

Notice that Remark 8.3 implies that if we prove that ≤A,{s} is co-lexicographically monotonic,
then [u]≤A,{s}

= [v]≤A,{s}
implies Iu = Iv, which is what we want to show. Let us state a more

general results: every co-lex relation is co-lexicographically monotonic.

Lemma 8.3. Let A = (Q,E, s, F ) be an NFA, and let R be a co-lex relation on A (with U = {s}
in Equation 2). Then, R is co-lexicographically monotonic.

Proof. Assume that (u, v) ∈ R. We must prove that Iu � Iv. If Iu = Iv we are done, so we can
assume Iu 6= Iv (and in particular u 6= v). Let α ∈ Iu and β ∈ Iv such that {α, β} 6⊆ Iu ∩ Iv. We
must prove that α ≺ β. Let γ ∈ Σ∗ be the longest string such that we can write α = α′γ and
β = β′γ, for some α′, β′ ∈ Pref(L(A)). If α′ = ǫ the conclusion follows, so we can assume |α′| ≥ 1.

Write γ = cp . . . c1, with ci ∈ Σ for i ∈ {1, . . . , p} (p ≥ 0). Moreover, write α′ = aq . . . a1, with
ai ∈ Σ for i ∈ {1, . . . , q} (q ≥ 1), and write β′ = br . . . b1, with bi ∈ Σ for i ∈ {1, . . . , r} (r ≥ 0).

Assume |γ| > 0. Since α ∈ Iu and β ∈ Iv, then there exist u1, v1 ∈ Q such that α′cp . . . c2 ∈ Iu1
,

β′cp . . . c2 ∈ Iv1 , (u1, u, c1) ∈ E and (v1, v, c1) ∈ E. By Axiom 2, we obtain (u1, v1) ∈ R. Notice that
it must be u1 6= v1, because u1 = v1 would imply {α, β} ⊆ Iu ∩ Iv. By iterating this argument, we
conclude that there exist u′, v′ ∈ Q such that α′ ∈ Iu′ , β′ ∈ Iv′ and (u′, v′) ∈ R. Clearly, the same
conclusion holds also if |γ| = 0, that is, γ = ǫ.

Now, it cannot be r = 0 because this would imply v′ = s, and (u′, s) ∈ R contradicts Axiom 1
(because U = {s}, so @ ∈ λ(s)). Hence, it must be |β| ≥ 1. By Axiom 1, it must be a1 � b1. At the
same time, the definition of γ implies that it cannot be a1 = b1, so we obtain a1 ≺ b1 and we can
conclude α ≺ β. ⊓⊔
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We now have all the tools for showing how to decide whether a string belongs to the lan-
guage recognized by a given automaton. Let A = (Q,E, s, F ) be an NFA, and let A/≤A,{s}

=
(Q/≤A,{s}

, E/≤A,{s}
, s/≤A,{s}

, F/≤A,{s}
) be the quotient NFA from Definition 8.1 obtained by means

of the equivalence relation ∼≤A,{s}
. Notice that, in fact, u ∼≤A,{s}

v implies Iu = Iv: indeed, ≤A,{s}

is co-lexicographically monotonic by Lemma 8.3, so the conclusion follows from Remark 8.3. In
particular, by Lemma 8.1 automata A and A/≤A,{s}

are equivalent.

Theorem 8.3. Let A = (Q,E, s, F ) be an NFA, and let q be the the width of ≤A,{s}. Then, there
exists a data structure of |E/≤A,{s}

|(⌈log |Σ|⌉+ ⌈log q⌉+2) · (1+ o(1))+2|Q/≤A,{s}
| · (1+ o(1)) bits,

which can be built starting from G in O(|E|2 + |Q/≤A,{s}
|5/2) time, that decides in O(|α| · q2 · log(q ·

|Σ|)) time whether a string α belongs to L(A).

Proof. Compute ≤A,{s} in O(|E|2) time (Theorem 4.1). Build the automaton A/≤A,{s}
by a graph

traversal. By the previous discussion, the quotient automaton is obtained by simply enriching the
quotient graph with an initial state and a set of final states, so, recalling that the data structure in
Theorem 8.2 is based on the one in Theorem 7.1, which in turn is based on the one in [6, Thm 4.2],
we also need a representation of the final states supporting constant-time rank operations, exactly
like in [6, Thm 4.2] (see the proof of Theorem 7.1). Then, the conclusion follows from Theorem 8.2,

because by the previous discussion we know that {s} is ≤A,{s}-convex, so we can compute I
≤A,{s}
α

(on A/≤A,{s}
) in O(|α| · q2 · log(q · |Σ|)) time and then check if at least one state in I

≤A,{s}
α is final

in O(q) time (see again [6, Thm 4.2]). Lemma 8.1 ensures that checking whether α is recognized
by A/≤A,{s}

is equivalent to checking whether α is recognized by A, because the two automata are
equivalent. ⊓⊔

Remark 8.4. If one stores the correspondence between states in the original automaton and states
in the quotient automata, then Theorem 8.3 also returns the set of states accepting a given string
(see also Remark 8.1).

Remark 8.5. Recall that in this paper we assume that in an automaton all states are reachable
from the initial state and each state is either final, or it allows to reach a final state. Note that this
assumption is not restrictive for the value of the width of ≤A,{s}: if R is a co-lex relation on an
automaton that does not respect these assumptions, then its restriction to the automaton obtained
by removing states violating the assumptions is a again a co-lex relation (because no edge entering
a state that does not violate the assumptions is removed, so the sets λ(u)’s do not change), hence
the width of ≤A,{s} cannot increase.

.
Let A∗ be the DFA equivalent to an NFA A obtained by the powerset construction. A classical

result [12] states that in general the number of states of A∗ is exponential in the number of states of
A. In [6] is was shown that the number of states is, in fact, exponential only in the minimum width
p of a co-lex order on A. It is then natural to wonder whether there exists a simpler, smaller pa-
rameter capturing the nondeterminism of an automaton. As a first step, one may consider the more
general family of co-lex relations. But we can obtain more: what really captures nondeterminism is
the property of being co-lexicographically monotonic. Every co-lex relation is co-lexicographically
monotonic (Lemma 8.3), but a co-lexicographically monotonic relation need not be a co-lex rela-
tion. Since our parameter will be, as usual, the width of a relation, it is then natural to consider
the finest co-lexicographically monotonic relation.

Definition 8.4. Let A = (Q,E, s, F ) be an NFA. Let �A be the reflexive relation on Q such that:

u ≺A v ⇐⇒ Iu � Iv.
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From Lemma 8.2, it follows that (Q,�A) is a preorder. We will see that in order to prove that
the width of �A captures the nondeterminism of A, we would like �A to be a partial order. To this
end, we will define a quotient automaton A/�A

that captures the nondeterminism of A (that is, A
and A/�A

have the same powerset automaton) and such that �A/�A
is a partial order. Additionally,

A/�A
has fewer states that A, which will contribute to better bounding the number of states of

the powerset automaton. Conceptually, this is the the same path that we followed when studying
pattern matching on graphs: we first showed that every graph is equivalent to a quotient graph
from a pattern matching perspective, then we showed that on the quotient graph the maximum
co-lex relation is also the maximum co-lex order.

By definition, �A is the finest co-lexicographically monotonic relation on A. Moreover, from
Lemma 8.3 it follows that �A refines ≤A,{s}, and in the general the refinement is strict, see Figure
5. However, we now prove that if A is a DFA, then �A and ≤A,{s} are equal. Note that (Q,�A) is
a partial order if A is a DFA by Remark 8.3, because if u 6= v, then Iu 6= Iv (each α ∈ Pref(L(A))
belongs to exactly one set Iu); in particular, on DFAs u ≺A v ⇐⇒ Iu ≺ Iv ⇐⇒ (∀α ∈ Iu)(∀β ∈
Iv)(α ≺ β). Note also that on DFAs Axiom 2 can be equivalently stated as follows: for every
(u′, u, a), (v′, v, a) ∈ E such that u 6= v, if (u, v) ∈ R, then u′ 6= v′ and (u′, v′) ∈ R.

0start

1

2

3

4

c

b

d

dd

d

a

e

Fig. 5: We have 3 ≺A 4 (because I3 = {a, bd, cd} and I4 = {bd, cd, e}) but, 3 6<A,{s} 4, (because by
Axiom 2 it would imply 1 <A,{s} 4, but λ(1) = {c} and λ(2) = {b} so Axiom 1 would be violated).

Lemma 8.4. Let A = (Q,E, s, F ) be a DFA. Then, the maximum co-lex relation ≤A,{s} is equal
to �A, and it is also the maximum colex order.

Proof. Since �A is a partial order on DFAs, it will suffice to prove that �A is the maximum co-lex
relation, and since in general �A refines the maximum co-lex relation, it will suffice to prove that
�A is a co-lex relation.

Let us prove Axiom 1. Assume that u ≺A v. We must prove that λ(u) � λ(v). First, notice that it
cannot be v = s, because the empty strings belongs to Is, and it is the co-lexicographically smallest
string. This implies that it cannot be # ∈ λ(v) or @ ∈ λ(v). Now, assume that a, b ∈ Σ are such
that a ∈ λ(u) and b ∈ λ(v). We must prove that a � b. In particular there exist α, β ∈ Pref(L(A))
such that αa ∈ Iu and βb ∈ Iv. From u ≺A v we obtain αa ≺ βb, and so a � b.

Let us prove Axiom 2. Assume that (u′, u, a), (v′, v, a) satisfy u ≺A v. We must prove that
u′ ≺A v′. Let α ∈ Iu′ and β ∈ Iv′ . We must prove that α ≺ β. We have αa ∈ Iu and βa ∈ Iv, so
from u ≺A v it follows αa ≺ βa and so α ≺ β. ⊓⊔
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Let us prove a simple property of co-lexicographically monotonic relations which turns out to
be crucial for showing that the width of �A captures the nondeterminism of A.

Lemma 8.5. Let A = (Q,E, s, F ) be an NFA, and let R be a co-lexicographically monotonic
relaation on A. Then, for every α ∈ Pref(L(A)) the set Iα is R-convex.

Proof. Assume that u, v, z ∈ Q satisfy u, z ∈ Iα, (u, v) ∈ R and (v, z) ∈ R. We must prove that
v ∈ Iα. Equivalently, we know that α ∈ Iu ∩ Iz, and we must prove that α ∈ Iv. Since R is co-
lexicographically monotonic, we have Iu � Iv and Iv � Iz. Suppose by contradiction that α 6∈ Iv. In
particular, it must be Iu ≺ Iv ≺ Iz. Pick any β ∈ Iv. We have α ∈ Iu, β ∈ Iv and {α, β} 6⊆ Iu ∩ Iv,
so Iu � Iv implies α ≺ β. Similarly, we have β ∈ Iv, α ∈ Iz and {β, α} 6⊆ Iv ∩ Iz, so Iv ≺ Iz implies
β ≺ α. This is a contradiction because (Σ∗,�) is a total order, so in particular it is antisymmetric.

⊓⊔

In order to prove that our result on the powerset construction, let us characterize the maximum
co-lex relation on a powerset automaton A∗ (which by Lemma 8.4 is equal to �A∗).

Lemma 8.6. Let A = (Q,E, s, F ) be an NFA, and let A∗ = (Q∗, E∗, s∗, F ∗) be the powerset
automaton obtained from A. Then, for α, β ∈ Pref(L(A)):

Iα ≺A∗ Iβ ⇐⇒ (∀α′, β′ ∈ Pref(L(A)))((Iα′ = Iα) ∧ (Iβ′ = Iβ) → α′ ≺ β′)

Moreover, for α, β ∈ Pref(L(A)) :

(∃u ∈ Iα)(∃v ∈ Iβ)({u, v} 6⊆ Iα ∩ Iβ ∧ u ≺A v) =⇒ Iα ≺A∗ Iβ.

Proof. The first part follows immediately from the definition of �A∗ and equation 1. Let us prove
the second part. Consider u ∈ Iα and v ∈ Iβ such that {u, v} 6⊆ Iα ∩ Iβ and u ≺A v. Fix
α′, β′ ∈ Pref(L(A)) such that Iα′ = Iα and Iβ′ = Iβ. We must prove that α′ ≺ β′. We have
α′ ∈ Iu, β

′ ∈ Iv and {α′, β′} 6⊆ Iu ∩ Iv, so the conclusion follows from u ≺A v. ⊓⊔

Let us define our quotient automaton.

Definition 8.5. Let A = (Q,E, s, F ) be an NFA. We denote by A/�A
= (Q/�A

, E/�A
, s/�A

, F/�A
)

the NFA from Definition 8.1, obtained from ∼�A
. We denote by �∼

A the partial order on Q/�A
in-

duced by the preorder �A.

Remark 8.6. Notice the A/�A
is well-defined because because the assumption required in Definition

8.1 holds true for ∼�A
: if [u]�A

= [v]�A
, then Iu = Iv by Remark 8.3, being �A a (finest) co-

lexicographically monotonic preorder.

We can now prove that by passing to the quotient automaton the finest co-lexicographically
monotic relation becomes a partial order.

Lemma 8.7. Let A = (Q,E, s, F ) be an NFA. Then, �A/�A
is equal to �∼

A (so in particular it is

a partial order) and it has width equal to the width of �A.

Proof. By point 2 of Lemma 8.1, for every u, v ∈ Q we have:

[u]�A
�∼

A [v]�A
⇐⇒ u �A v ⇐⇒ Iu � Iv ⇐⇒ I∼[u]�A

� I∼[v]�A
⇐⇒ [u]�A

�A/�A
[v]�A

so �∼
A is equal to �A/∼A

. Moreover �∼
A has the same width of �A by Lemma 5.1. ⊓⊔
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We can finally prove that the number of states of the powerset automaton of A is, in fact,
exponential in the width of �A.

Theorem 8.4. Let A = (Q,E, s, F ) be an NFA and let A∗ = (Q∗, E∗, s∗, F ∗) be the powerset
automaton obtained from A. Let n�A

= |Q/�A
| and n∗ = |Q∗|. Let r be the width of �A and let r∗

be the width of �A∗ . Then:

1. r∗ ≤ 2r − 1;

2. n∗ ≤ 2r(n�A
− r + 1)− 1.

Proof. Since we are interested in obtaining bounds on quantities that refers to the powerset au-
tomaton A∗, by point 4 of Lemma 8.1 we can assume without loss of generality that A = A/�A

,
so |Q| = |Q/�A

| = n�A
and by Lemma 8.7 �A is a partial order (not only a preorder) and it has

width equal to r.

Let {Qi}
i=r
i=1 be a �A-chain partition. For every nonempty K ⊆ {1, . . . , r}, define:

IK = {Iα ∈ Q∗ | (∀i ∈ {1, . . . , r})(Iα ∩Qi 6= ∅ ⇐⇒ i ∈ K)}.

Notice that Q∗ is the disjoint union of all IK . More precisely:

Q∗ =
⊔

∅6=K⊆{1,...,r}

IK . (3)

Let us prove that each Ik is a �A∗-chain. Fix Iα, Iβ ∈ IK , with Iα 6= Iβ. We must prove that Iα
and Iβ are �A∗-comparable. Since Iα 6= Iβ , there exists either u ∈ Iα \ Iβ or v ∈ Iβ \ Iα. Assume
that there exists u ∈ Iα \ Iβ (the other case is analogous). In particular, let i ∈ {1, . . . , r} be the
unique integer such that u ∈ Qi. Since Iα, Iβ ∈ IK , from the definition of IK it follows that there
exists v ∈ Iβ ∩ Qi. Notice that {u, v} 6⊆ Iα ∩ Iβ (so in particular u 6= v), and since u, v ∈ Qi we
conclude that u and v are �A-comparable (because (Qi,�A) is totally ordered, being �A a partial
order). By Lemma 8.6 we conclude that Iα and Iβ are �A∗ -comparable.

1. The first part of the theorem follows from equation 3, because each IK is a �A∗-chain and there
are 2r − 1 choices for K.

2. Let us prove the second part of the theorem. Fix ∅ 6= K ⊆ {1, . . . , r}. For every Iα ∈ IK and
for every i ∈ K, let mi

α be the smallest element of Iα ∩Qi (this makes sense because (Qi,�A)
is totally ordered, being �A a partial order), and let M i

α be the largest element of Iα ∩Qi. Fix
Iα, Iβ ∈ IK , and note the following:

(a) Assume that for some i ∈ K it holds mi
α ≺A mi

β ∨M i
α ≺A M i

β. Then, it must be Iα ≺A∗

Iβ. Indeed, assume that mi
α ≺A mi

β (the other case is analogous). We have mi
α ∈ Iα,

mi
β ∈ Iβ, {m

i
α,m

i
β} 6⊆ Iα ∩ Iβ and mi

α′ ≺A mi
β′ , so the conclusion follows from Lemma 8.6.

Equivalently, we can state that if Iα ≺A∗ Iβ, then (∀i ∈ K)(mi
α �A mi

β ∧M i
α �A M i

β).

(b) Assume that for some i ∈ K it holdsmi
α = mi

β∧M
i
α =M i

β. Then, it must be Iα∩Qi = Iβ∩Qi.
Indeed, by Lemma 8.5 the sets Iα and Iβ are �A-convex (because �A is a (finest) co-
lexicographically monotonic relation), so Iα ∩Qi and Iβ ∩Qi must be equal if their smallest
and largest elements on (Qi,�A) are equal.

(c) Assume that (∀i ∈ K)(mi
α = mi

β ∧M
i
α =M i

β). Then, it must be Iα = Iβ. Indeed, from point
(b) we obtain (∀i ∈ K)(Iα ∩ Qi = Iβ ∩ Qi), so Iα = ∪i∈K(Iα ∩ Qi) = ∪i∈K(Iβ ∩Qi) = Iβ.
Notice that we can equivalently state that if Iα 6= Iβ , then (∃i ∈ K)(mi

α 6= mi
β ∨M

i
α 6=M i

β).
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Fix Iα, Iβ ∈ IK . Now it is easy to show that:

Iα ≺A∗ Iβ ⇐⇒ (∀i ∈ K)(mi
α �A mi

β ∧M i
α �A M i

β)∧

∧ (∃i ∈ K)(mi
α ≺A mi

β ∨M i
α ≺A M i

β).
(4)

Indeed, (⇐) follows from point (a). As for (⇒), notice that (∀i ∈ K)(mi
α �A mi

β ∧M i
α �A M i

β)

again follows from point (a), whereas (∃i ∈ K)(mi
α ≺A mi

β ∨M i
α ≺A M i

β) follows from point (c).

Let |mi
α| and |M i

α| be the positions of mi
α and M i

α in the total order (Qi,�A) (so |mi
α|, |m

i
α| ∈

{1, . . . , |Qi}). For every Iα ∈ IK , define:

T (Iα) =
∑

i∈K

(|mi
α|+ |M i

α|).

By equation 4, we have that Iα ≺A∗ Iβ implies T (Iα) < T (Iβ), so since IK is a �A∗-chain,
we have that |IK | is bounded by the values that T (Iα) can take. For every Iα ∈ IK we have
2|K| ≤ T (Iα) ≤ 2

∑

i∈K |Qi| (because |mi
α|, |m

i
α| ∈ {1, . . . , |Qi}), so:

|IK | ≤ 2
∑

i∈K

|Qi| − 2|K|+ 1. (5)

From equations 3 and 5, we obtain:

|Q∗| =
∑

∅$K⊆{1,...,r}

|IK | ≤
∑

∅$K⊆{1,...,r}

(2
∑

i∈K

|Qi| − 2|K|+ 1) =

= 2
∑

∅$K⊆{1,...,r}

∑

i∈K

|Qi| − 2
∑

∅$K⊆{1,...,r}

|K|+
∑

∅$K⊆{1,...,r}

1.

Notice that
∑

∅$K⊆{1,...,r}

∑

i∈K |Qi| = 2r−1
∑

i∈{1,...,r} |Qi| = 2r−1n�A
because every i ∈ {1, . . . , r}

occurs in exactly 2r−1 subsets of {1, . . . , r}. Similarly, we obtain
∑

∅$K⊆{1,...,r} |K| = 2r−1r and
∑

∅$K⊆{1,...,r} 1 = 2r − 1, We conclude:

n∗ = |Q∗| ≤ 2rn�A
− 2rr + 2r − 1 = 2r(n�A

− r + 1)− 1.

⊓⊔

Theorem 8.4 shows that the number of states of A∗ is exponential not in |Q|, but only in the
width r of �A. This result is deeper than the corresponding result in [6], where it was showed that
the number of states of A∗ is exponential only in the minimum width p of a co-lex order on A: it
always holds r ≤ p (because �A refines every co-lex order on A by Lemma 8.3, being �A the finest
co-lexicographically monotonic relation on A), and for every integer n there exists an NFA such
that r = 1 and p = n (see Figure 6).

Analogously to what observed in [6], one concludes that problems difficult on NFAs but easy
on DFAs are fixed-parameter tractable with respect to r. For example, determining whether two
NFAs recognize the same language is a PSPACE-complete problem [15]. However, the problem is
fixed-parameter tractable with respect to r:

Lemma 8.8. Let A = (Q,E, s, F ) and A′ = (Q′, E′, s′, F ′) be NFAs. Let n = max{|Q|, |Q′|} and
r = max{width of �A,width of �A′}. Then in O(2r(n − r + 1)n2|Σ|) time we can decide whether
A and A′ recognize the same language.

Proof. Follow the proof of [6, Cor. 5.1], and apply the bound in Theorem 8.4. ⊓⊔
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Fig. 6: One shows that p = n like in Figure 3. It is immediate to check that r = 1, because Is = {ǫ},
Iu1

= Iu2
= {a} and Iv1 = Iv2 = · · · = Ivn = {aa}.

9 Conclusions and future work

In this paper we have generalized the idea behind Wheeler graphs to arbitrary edge-labeled graphs.
Most importantly, for the first time we have described a polynomial time algorithm that builds
a succinct data structure for pattern matching on arbitrary graphs. We have showed that the
complexity of the data structure depends on the width of a relation on the set of all nodes. We
have also showed that on NFAs the width of a simple relation on the set of states captures the
nondeterminism of a given automaton.

Following the seminal paper of Wheeler graphs [10], all our results assume that we have fixed a
total order on the alphabet. However, the pattern matching problem does not require to define such
a total order. In general, graphs may be Wheeler with respect to only some orders, and deciding
whether a graph is Wheeler with respect to at least one order is a hard problem [7]. Even the
definition of quotient graph (and quotient automaton) depends on the fixed total order, which
suggests that one may obtain smaller and smaller equivalent graphs, all equivalent from a pattern
matching perspective, by simply changing the fixed total order and keeping quotienting. On the
one hand, in automata theory, an order on the alphabet implies an ordering of the strings accepted
by states; on the other hand, from an indexing viewpoint, what really matters is path coherence,
which does not require an order on the alphabet. The next natural step is to characterize the
class of graphs (broader than the class of Wheeler graphs) that admit an ordering satisfying path
coherence. This may also have implications in formal language theory, because Wheeler languages
- that is, languages recognized by some Wheeler automaton - are not closed under most boolean
operators [2].

Given an NFA A, we have showed that we can determine ≤A,{s} in polynomial time. However,
the relation that best captures the nondeterminism of A is �A. Computing �A is likely to be a hard
problem (because the similar problem of determining whether two automata recognize the same
language is a PSPACE-complete). Intuitively, ≤A,{s} describes local properties of states (Axiom 2
only links states and their predecessors), while �A describes global properties of states (the set of
all strings accepted by a state depends on the topology of the whole automaton). In order to obtain
an estimate of an automaton’s nondeterminism, one should try to determine the finest relation
lying between ≤A,{s} and �A which is still computable in polynomial time, and bound the width
of such a relation as a function of the width of �A (if possible).
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